Introduction
{Buss, 1994 #4425}
People prefer
physically
attractive
others
(evolutionary)

Attribute more good things if they think you're attractive
Buss (1994) – Evolutionary theory and Attraction: Men like young, pretty = healthy
childbearing chicks, also more jealous because want to make sure the kid is his. Women
like funds, commitment and social status.
Langois – infants and beauty. Even at 2 or 3 months, prefer prettier face (will stare longer)

Attractiveness

Attractive preferred by everyone, but low attractive go for low attractive

+{Berscheid, 1974 #4426}

self fullfilling prophecy: if men think she is attractive (over the phone) will act more
flirtatious, and women react accordingly

Affective

+{Snyder, 1977 #4998}

Emotions+Attribution: love and the bridge
Can mediate beginning of task relationships (Casciaro, unpublished)
Mere exposure

{Zajonc, 1965 #4422}

The more exposed to a stimulus, the more attraction

Proximity

90% of friends are in the same building

+{Festinger, 1950 #4838}

Friendship by proximity
Michigan Dorm: proximity at first, then similarity
Attribution (cognitive)

{Newcomb, 1943 #4610}

Fundamental attribution error (correspondence bias) +{Kelley, 1973 #4476}
Trope’s 2 stage model (Trope, 1986): Recognition of action & causal inference as two steps
Heider balance theory

We like people like us
Similarity

+{Berscheid, 1974 #4426}

Byrne – Similarity: The more similarities between people, the more they like each other.
Exceptions: crazy, rivalry, sex-role attitudes.
see exchange theory

Exchange theory :
for a benefit
received, an
equivalent benefit
ought eventually to
be returned.

Interdependence theory
{Kelley, 1978 #2961} – most
rational theory about
interpersonal relations (in
soc psy!!!)

Prisoner’s dilemma
Comparison level – the level above which the outcome looks attractive
Comparison levels of alternatives
Relative values of outcome, CL & CL (alt) predicts the satisfaction, stability and
interdependence of interpersonal relationships

{Adams, 1963 #2219}
the ratio of my outcomes to inputs has to be equal to the ratio of the other person's
outcomes and inputs.
Equity theory

compared with ratio of others
Disactisfaction

{Greenberg, 1988 #2758}

if unbalanced?
nefarious actions?

+{Greenberg, 1990 #2759}

But economic exchange are discussable

ET brings equivalence of economic exchange
to socio-psychological dimensions
Nature of the impulse?:

Economic and social are combined nevertheless

is it a “feeling” (nature)
or because he feels obligated to do so (constructed moral obligation)

Receiving a coin positively related to mood/good feeling (Isen and Levin 1972, coins left in
phone slots, measuring resulting altruism)
&Altruism?

Equity

But is it because the exchange is viewed to an overarching entity, or is mood generated by
receiving a coin cueing altruism?
Clark and Schwartz have measure the decay of good mood (phone solicitation after
receiving free staple)
Conclusion:

mood moderates altruism, and calculation exchange is always present
Experiment by Lattané and Darley 1968 simulation of robbery in a store

*{Brown,
1965
#73}

+{Latane, 1968 #4916}
Unresponsive
bystander
problem

Very low reporting (20%) of robbery
Reporting reduced if more than one person (diffusion of responsibility)

see also Kitty Genovese
Good samaritan experiment
+{Darley, 1973 #4819}

being primed had no effect!
being hurried a major factor

Equivalence: in
relatively objective
setting, the
equivalence is
“objective”; under
most conditions,
equivalence becomes
subjective

Tipping depends on the size of the bill
Pryor and Graburn (1980) evaluated that the exchanges were unbalanced at an Eskimo
village, reflecting both the limited quality of sampling (only 6 weeks) and the fact that
accounting is subjective, as reflected by perception of Eskimo that the exchanges are
balanced
Party may avoid asking for favour, and not for fear of refusal

What happen if exchange cannot be balanced?

Reciprocity can be subjective

how is the target comparison chosen?
How to choose a tension reduction action?
Issues

Are there personal factor influencing evaluation/reaction?
Empirically mainly focused on compensation

few others factors studied: job status, office space,

Focus on distributive justice and not on procedural
see also fairness in motivation/justice
As an extension of equity (because of concern for employee commitment)
social comparison at work
• Procedural justice perceptions are associated with organizational commitment;
distributive justice perceptions are associated with individual satisfaction
• “The central issue addressed in this article is whether concerns about distributive and
procedural justice do, in fact, represent the operation of a single justice motive – concern
over the resource obtained in group interactions ” (p 851)

over the resource obtained in group interactions. (p.851)
Proc vs. distrib
*{Tyler, 1994 #531}

• Discussion and conclusion: There are two distinct psychologies of justice. Whereas the
resource motive shaped judgments of distributive justice, the relational motive had an
impact on both distributive and procedural justice.
o People care about justice not only because of overarching concerns of self-interest but
also because of relational concerns – and, in fact, regarding procedural justice, relational
concerns seem to be all that matter.

&Justice

• Give voice to employee concerns

*{Hirschman, 1970 #248}

{Schelling, 1984 #5631}
perception of justice is subjective

framing effect

fairness
+{Greenberg, 1990 #2759}
link

*{Tversky, 1981 #530}

finds a distributive motive for theft when pay cut are not explained

culture: +{James, 1993 #4887}

see {Bae, 2001 #4525} summary for full treatment

Soc
Psy
&
Soc

Reciprocity
and
ingratiation

Flattery is a powerful tool

+{Jones, 1964 #4889}

People who do good are rewarded:
Lerner's "Just world hypothesis"

“individuals have a need to believe that they live in a world where people
generally get what they deserve and deserve what they get.”

based mainly on +{Kramer, 1999 #4911} + PDE/MON
Accumulated first hand knowledge of others/ dependent on interpersonal history

Instrumental
(motivated)

Interaction histories give decision-makers
Perceptions of trust increase with the accumulation of positive interactions when contracts
not available {Malhotra, 2002 #5671}
Hosmer (1995): the expectation of ethically justifiable behaviour
Burt & Knez (1996): anticipated cooperation
as a psychological state: most widely used conception…a state of perceived vulnerability or
risk derived from individuals' uncertainty regarding motives, intentions and prospective
actions of others on whom they depend
as choice behavior: leads to measures of trust in
decisions and observable behaviors.

Rational choice vs. Relational
model- a social orientation toward
other people and toward society as
a whole.

Kramer argues that both calculative processes and social and situational factors need to be
included, leading to a 3 part theory of trust (Hardin, 1992): properties of truster, properties
of trustee, & specific context or domain
dispositional trust- people differ in their general predisposition to trust or distrust others,
as a result of early trust related expeiences. Not really examined in org theory.
history based trust- whether or not people trust is based on their past history; personalized
knowledge of others in the org is necessary, but is unrealistic in large organizations
TRUST IN
ORGANIZATIONS

third party conduits: Gossip disseminates trust relevant information, but it is limited by
partial disclosure, so third parties amplify trust.
Category based trust: people may trust ingroup members more unconsiously. Also females
are seen as more trustworthy
role based trust- depersonalized trust predicated on knowledge that a person occupies a
certain role in the org
rule based trust- trust based on shared understandings regarding the system of rules
regarding appropriate behaviour

DEFI/
IMAGES
OF
TRUST

trust is a form of social capital: reducing transaction costs, increasing spontaneous
sociability, facilitating appropriate forms of deference to org authorities
Transaction costs: trust reduces transaction costs
BENEFITS
OF TRUST

Spontaneous sociability: the myriad forms of cooperative, altruistic and extra role behavior
that enhance collective well being and further the attainment of collective goals
voluntary deference- organizational authorities rely on feelings of obligation toward the
org, willingness to comply and defer; trust influences acceptance of dispute resolution
procedures and outcomes.
Distrust = a lack of confidence in the other, a concern that the other may act so as to harm
one, that he does not care about one's welfare or intends to act harmfully.
Suspicion can be triggered by forewarnings, violated expectations-à leads to attributional
conservatism and mindful processing
social categorization may heighten distrust and suspicion between inds in different groups
within an organization
Trust in private and public instituions has been declining for several decades, hypothesized
cause is violated expectances and tendency to overgeneralize from vivid, highly salient
effects

&Trust

BARRIERS
TO
TRUST

technologies-surveillance systems actually undermine trust by undermining intrinsic
motivations, engender fear (of bad evaluation) and reciprocal mistrust (Cialdini, 1996).
Psychological reactance may result.
breaches in psychological contracts- psych contracts defined in terms of employees' beliefs
regarding the terms and conditions of their reciprocal exhange relationship with their
employer. Robinson found that prior low trust leads to a greater decline in trust after a
perceived trust (Does this mean dispositions to trust are at work?
Fragility of trust-trust is easier to destroy than create b/c negative events are more visible
and noticeable, carry more weight in judgment. Structural position in a network
differnitally affects trust and distrust judgements-distrust is amplified to a greater extent
than trust in 3rd party disclosures. Low status individuals code more hi status behaviors as
diagnostic of trustworthiness b/c of greater dependence and vulnerability (Kramer, 1996)
Perceived distinctiveness

Situational
view of trust &
paranoia
*{Kramer, 1998
#306}

Situational antecedents of paranoid cognition

Perceived evaluative scrutiny
Uncertainty about social standing

Judgmental consequences of
paranoid social cognition

Sinister attribution error
Overly personalistic construal of social interactions
Exaggerated perceptions of conspiracy –

Trust as organizing principle {McEvily, 2003 #3187}
Community based on trust as the alternative to markets and hierarchies {Adler, 2001 #2227}
Trust enhances economic efficiency *+{Uzzi, 1997 #3678}

Trust as the result of repetitive interaction games *+{Axelrod, 1984 #30}

Trust as the foundation of social capital *{Coleman, 1988 #118}
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InterP
Other works

Trust as the key functioning mechanism in successful inter-organizational alliance {Dyer,
1996 #2601}; *{Singh, 1998 #149}
Differentiation of trust based ties vs. advise network+{Friedman, 1992 #2669}
Trust as the embedded alternative to undersocialized & oversocialized views
*+{Granovetter, 1985 #208}

Pat networks resulting into trust for new alliance formation=*{Gulati, 1999 #4856}
Binding contracts negatively affect trust {Malhotra, 2002 #5671}
Distributive and procedural justice essential for trust*{Tyler, 1994 #531}
Interpersonal
Negotiation

{Bazerman, 1990 #2335}

"Face work" implicit ritual contract that - bad form to challenge
the identity that a person claims for themselves.

Goffman *+{Goffman,
1959 [2001] #204};
*{Goffman, 1967 [1982]
#5069}
Interactionist

Self presentation with influencing others’ appraisal of self as the
motive of presentation

Taken for granted assumptions necessary for interaction to be possible {Garfinkel, 1986 #2689}
Symbolic
Interactionism
(Mead, 1934)

Communication/
interpretation

We know things by their meanings

Blumer’s three
assumptions

Meanings are created through social interaction
An interpretive process

see more in sociology
*{Swann, 1987 #507}
Identity negotiation
see *+{Goffman, 1959 [2001] #204} for identity negotiation in Self
Interpersonal Congruence as the mechanism by which diverse
individuals can be effective in a group

{Polzer, 2002 #5659}
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roles provide formal organizations constancy, in spite of turnover
Organization as Role Systems:

Main Idea

Org. Beh. depends on learning expectations of others, accepting them, and fulfilling them.
locate Ss in total set of ongoing relationships

Recurring actions of an individual, appropriately interrelated with the repetitive activities
of others so as to yield predictable outcome.

Role Behaviour:
Role expectations:
Role
Episode:
combinaison
of

Assumes substantial agreement among relevant people as to what the activities for a
relevant position are.

Collective definition of role expectation
instructions about preferred and to be avoided behaviours
Role Sending:

messages of role sending:

information about rewards and penalties
info about performance evaluations with respect to role expectations.

Effective only if expressed
Received Role:

Ss perceptions and cognitions of what is sent.
Psychological forces and objective impersonal properties of the situation both influence role taking.
addition of activities,

Meshing

Multiple Roles: Roles can become complex due to

subsystem involvements
role senders.

increasingly likely as one moves up the hierarchy.
attitudes,
Person

Occupants of different roles show distinctive

values
behaviours.
And have different perceptions.

Role expectations and role sending:
Sending
Sending and Receiving:
Expectations
and
performance:

Expectation

&Role
system
*+{Katz,
1978
#285}:
Orgs
as

feedback
effect
of role
behaviour
on the
expectations
of role
senders

compared to expectations

No perfect congruence between sent and received role.
possible conflict.

importance of role expectations and expertise in role enactment.
Research on role sending focused more on side-effects rather than the main effects.

feedback of information about role enactment from focal person to
members of the role set influences next cycle of role-sending.
Role distance signal unwillingness to enact a certain role or role component.
Focal person not a passive recipient of role sending but modifies
the role and expectations of the role set by role enactment.

Role Conflict:

simultaneous occurrence of two or more role expectations such that
compliance with one would make compliance with other more difficult.
Uncertainty

Role difficulties
Role ambiguity:

Research
on role
taking:

how role expectations are actually sent

the membership of a role set,
may be about many aspects of a role including

the ends to be served
evaluation of present role behaviour.

is one expected to obey rules?
are supervisors expected to show personal interests in and nurture their subordinates,
Organizational
factors as
determinants of
role expectations:

the closeness or generality with which supervision is to be accomplished,
are all relationships conducted according to general standards
are organizational members expected to strive strenuously for achievement and advancement.

Positions deep within the organizational are relatively conflict free than the positions at the
boundary of the organization.
Personality
factors as
determinants
of role
expectations:
Personality
as affected
by role
behaviour:

OB approaches

selection by others,

tendency of the persons to choose
organizations and roles that fit their needs
and abilities is confounded by

adaptation
socialization in role.

flexible People subject to greater pressures to change by role senders.
Deficiencies in role performance lead to an increasing inability to see oneself in objective
terms and to identify with the views of others.
But the changes of deeper
kinds in values and
personality are
questionable.

Certainly there were changes in attitudes based on role enactment.

The significance of
interpersonal
relations in role
taking:
Role socialization
and role making:

interpersonal relations enter into
the role sequence in many ways

interaction, buffering and intensification.

Rigid enactment of role evokes opposition from people outside organizations.
organizations socialize individuals by: selection, training, apprenticeship, and trial and error
rol include not only a set of prescribed behaviours but also option in which occupant can
exercise choice with respect to activities methods and styles.

Hackman (1978) complained that Katz and Kahn even after the second edition had
succeeded in writing a social psychology treatise that did not contain a mention of groups,
which illustrate the strong bias of the author for a perspective where individual are viewed
as items in a system, or in interactions, but where the meso level of group was not deemed
relevant.

Critique

see intergroup
under researched
How do working relationship develop

Characteristics to study: stability, mutuality, and efficacy
Working relationships : interpersonal relationships that are task-based, nontrivial, and of
continuing duration
More task oriented ¨+ competence dimension

Working relationships differ from simple
social relationships
*{Gabarro,
1987
#187}:
working
relationships

Less self disclosure

Institutional role are salient from the beginning

impact on power and various attributions

orientation : impression formation
Model
Stages

exploration beyond impressions
testing: defining the interpersonal contract
stabilization.

Implication: movement from role to mutual exchange
Temporal and qualitative stages
If interdependence implies interaction, people will attempt to develop satisfying relationships
see *{Ridgeway, 1987 #4754} also assuming that group task goal is structuring the relationships
Assumption

Main driver is task achievemnt
similar to *+{Katz, 1978 #285}

Power holders as highly independent of others
2 apparently contradicting views of power

also highly embedded in relationships.
How to reconcile: mutual reinforcement of effects

Compares two relational perspectives of power
Positioning
in the
literature:

the “asymmetrical interdependence” view
(Depret, Fiske, Emerson)
objective structural positions view
(Burt, Krackhardt)

Power as a subjective sense of independence from other people

power is reflected in people’s objective social connections and ties to others

perception (mental representation) of ego
*{Lee,
2001
#318}:
independence
vs.
interdependence

interdependent self construals define themselves by their relationships with others
Self-construal
Concepts

Asymmetric
dependency
theory

Relational structure theory

Apparent tension, but mutually reinforcing.

high power people feel less dependent on others for valuable and needed resources.
Correlation between power and independent self construals (evidence from
demographics, self enhancement, attention, emotion, motivation)
high power people have more relational ties, are more knowledgeable about social
relationships, are better communicators
a highly interdependent relational structure encourages independent self construal (by
creating expectancies, decreasing dependence, and increasing choice)
a highly independent self construal may encourage development of interdependent
relational structures (by increasing motivation and ability to build strategic relationships).

No direct evidence
Critique, interesting points:

Power as multi-level construct

subjectivity of power holder
objective relational and social context.

Moves away from power as either characteristic of individual or outcome of structure only.
Interesting for leadership studies

Critiques

Most (Gabarro, Katz, Ridgeway) assume structural explanation

14. Interpersonal

16. Group Inter

17. Self & identity

Ignorance of subjective explanations (ex: improvement of self concept) ?

Analysis at multiple level from interpersonal to intergroup

*{Alderfer, 1982 #6}

see interaction in establishment of identity in inter pers (swann)
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